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In Brief
Schindler et al. present the fully blind
peptide-protein docking protocol
pepATTRACT. pepATTRACT predicts
both the binding site and the bound
peptide conformation to high precision
simultaneously. It has the potential for
proteome-wide applications.
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Peptide-protein interactions are ubiquitous in the
cell and form an important part of the interac-
tome. Computational docking methods can com-
plement experimental characterization of these
complexes, but current protocols are not applicable
on the proteome scale. Here, we present a new
fully blind flexible peptide-protein docking protocol,
pepATTRACT, which combines a rapid coarse-
grained global peptide docking search of the
entire protein surface with a two-stage atomistic
flexible refinement. Global unbound-unbound dock-
ing yielded near-native models for 70% of the dock-
ing cases when testing the protocol on the largest
benchmark of peptide-protein complexes avail-
able to date. This performance is similar to that of
state-of-the-art local docking protocols that rely
on information about the binding site. Upon restrict-
ing the search to the peptide binding region, the re-
sulting pepATTRACT-local approach outperformed
existing methods. Docking scripts for pepATTRACT
and pepATTRACT-local can be generated via a web
interface at www.attract.ph.tum.de/peptide.html.
INTRODUCTION
Peptide-mediated interactions play a dominant role in cellular
processes and account for about 40% of all protein-protein
interactions (Petsalaki and Russell, 2008). Peptide-protein com-
plexes are involved in many signaling and regulatory pathways
aswell as the DNA replicationmachinery. A range of pathological
disorders is related to peptide-protein interactions (Naider and
Anglister, 2009), making them interesting leads for protein drug
design. However, for rational design of peptidic drugs, a thor-
ough understanding and atomistic structural knowledge of pep-
tide-protein complexes is necessary (Rubinstein and Niv, 2009;
Vanhee et al., 2011). A number of structures have been resolved
experimentally and have provided important insight into the
nature of peptide-mediated interactions (Diella et al., 2008; Lon-
don et al., 2010; Petsalaki and Russell, 2008; Stein and Aloy,
2010). However, a large number of complexes is still lacking to
date. Computational peptide-protein docking methods can
complement experiments by providing models for the bound
complex structure.Structure 23, 1507For proteome-wide applications, a peptide-protein docking
method has to be fully blind, meaning that it should be based
solely on the unbound (apo) structure of the protein and the pep-
tide sequence. In other words, such an approach should predict
both the peptide binding site (global search of the protein sur-
face) and the bound peptide conformation to high precision
simultaneously. A number of peptide-protein docking and bind-
ing site prediction tools have been developed to date (Antes,
2010; Bordner and Abagyan, 2006; Dagliyan et al., 2011; Donsky
and Wolfson, 2011; Dundas et al., 2006; Hete´nyi and van der
Spoel, 2002; Lavi et al., 2013; Luitz and Zacharias, 2014; Niv
and Weinstein, 2005; Petsalaki et al., 2009; Raveh et al., 2011;
Rosenfeld et al., 1995; Saladin et al., 2014; Staneva and Wallin,
2009; Trabuco et al., 2012; Unal et al., 2010; Verschueren
et al., 2013). Global docking and binding site prediction methods
(Ben-Shimon and Eisenstein, 2010; Dagliyan et al., 2011; Dun-
das et al., 2006; Lavi et al., 2013; Petsalaki et al., 2009; Saladin
et al., 2014; Trabuco et al., 2012; Verschueren et al., 2013) often
identify the correct binding site but do not yield high-quality
models for the peptide conformation (London et al., 2013b).
The ligand docking approach Autodock was adapted to fully
blind peptide docking, but is limited to short fragments (Hete´nyi
and van der Spoel, 2002; London et al., 2013b; Unal et al., 2010).
In contrast to global prediction methods, local docking ap-
proaches sample peptide conformations at a known binding
site only (and therefore are not fully blind). Local docking ap-
proaches can often yield high-quality models when tested on
peptide-protein docking benchmarks (London et al., 2013b).
Local methods include ligand docking based approaches
(Tubert-Brohman et al., 2013) and several target-specific ap-
proaches (e.g., for MHC and PDZ domains) (Antes et al., 2006;
Bordner and Abagyan, 2006; Niv andWeinstein, 2005; Rosenfeld
et al., 1995; Staneva and Wallin, 2009). Several protocols are
based on protein-protein docking, which is also reflected by
the recent addition of peptide-protein targets to the commu-
nity-wide docking challenge CAPRI (Lensink et al., 2007; Lensink
and Wodak, 2010b, 2013). The Rosetta FlexPepDock ab initio
approach combines local docking at the binding site with pep-
tide folding using a backbone structure library (Raveh et al.,
2010, 2011). Trellet et al. (2013) developed a peptide docking
protocol in the data-driven docking program, HADDOCK, which
combines the principles of conformational selection and induced
fit through an ensemble of peptide conformations and flexible
refinement stages. They discovered that using only three distinct
peptide conformations yields very good predictive performance
(Trellet et al., 2013), supporting earlier observations on the
frequency of peptide conformations found in peptide-protein
complexes (London et al., 2010). The DynaDock method uses–1515, August 4, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1507
Figure 1. Workflow of the pepATTRACT Peptide-Protein Docking
Protocol
See also Figure S5.a soft-core molecular dynamics-based refinement (Antes, 2010),
whereas PepCrawler employs a fast RRT-based algorithm for
local sampling of peptide conformations (Donsky and Wolfson,
2011). Recently a molecular dynamics-based approach was
developed in our group, which employs Hamiltonian replica ex-
change simulations with a variation of soft-core potentials along
the replicas. This method showed promising results with respect
to local peptide-protein docking (Luitz and Zacharias, 2014).
Here, we present pepATTRACT, a flexible peptide-protein
docking approach in ATTRACT (May and Zacharias, 2008;1508 Structure 23, 1507–1515, August 4, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd AlSchindler et al., 2015; Zacharias, 2003). pepATTRACT is rapid:
it performs a coarse-grained ab initio docking search within mi-
nutes, followed by atomistic refinement of only the most favor-
able solutions. More importantly, pepATTRACT is fully blind: it
requires knowledge of neither the binding site nor the peptide
conformation. pepATTRACT yields high-quality models of the
complex, comparable with the state-of-the-art local docking
protocols Rosetta FlexPepDock ab initio (Raveh et al., 2011)
and HADDOCK peptide docking (Trellet et al., 2013). We also
combined pepATTRACT with ambiguous interaction restraints
(Dominguez et al., 2003; Nilges, 1993) that define the peptide
binding site, as used before with HADDOCK. The resulting
pepATTRACT-local protocol outperformed both HADDOCK
and Rosetta FlexPepDock ab initio by a significant margin on a
large variety of peptide-protein interactions.
RESULTS
In this work, we have developed a fully blind peptide-protein
docking protocol (pepATTRACT) and embedded it in the
ATTRACT docking engine (Figure 1). This protocol was tested
on 80 peptide-protein complexes from the peptiDB benchmark
(London et al., 2010; Trellet et al., 2013) for which the unbound
protein structures are available. Initially, peptide models were
generated from the peptide sequence (Tien et al., 2013) yielding
three distinct idealized conformations: an extended, an a-helical,
and a polyproline-II conformation. This ensemble of peptide
structures was successfully used in the HADDOCK peptide-pro-
tein docking protocol (Trellet et al., 2013) and is supported by
experimental observations on peptide conformations found in
peptide-protein complexes (London et al., 2010). The ensemble
of peptide structures was then first rigidly docked to the protein
partner using a coarse-grained representation of the partner
molecules (Zacharias, 2003). The rigid body docking models
were ranked by their ATTRACT scores, and the best 1,000
models were selected for atomistic refinement using the recently
developed flexible interface refinement method iATTRACT
(Schindler et al., 2015). Subsequently these 1,000 models
were refined in a molecular dynamics simulation with AMBER
14 (Case et al., 2014) using a Generalized Born implicit solvent
model (see Experimental Procedures for details). The final
models were clustered by the fraction of common residue con-
tacts (Rodrigues et al., 2012) and ranked by the average energy
of the top four ranking members (Trellet et al., 2013).
Bound-Bound Rigid Body Docking
The coarse-grained ATTRACT force field (Zacharias, 2003) has
been used successfully to predict protein-protein complex
structures in the past. Although good performance was found
when using ATTRACT for peptide binding site prediction (Saladin
et al., 2014), it has not yet been applied systematically to
peptide-protein complexes. To test the performance of the
ATTRACT force field with regard to sampling and scoring pep-
tide-protein complexes, we first performed bound-bound rigid
body docking for all cases yielding a theoretical limit for the per-
formance of unbound-unbound docking. In terms of sampling,
we obtained an overall success rate of 97% with only two failed
cases (Figure S1). In both failed cases the peptide is ‘‘threaded’’
through a cavity in the protein and the binding site is not welll rights reserved
Figure 2. Percentage of Acceptable Docking Cases after Rigid Body
Docking and Refinements for Ab Initio Unbound-Unbound Peptide-
Protein Docking
A docking case was considered as a near-native/sub-angstrom hit if any of the
final 1,000 models was of near-native/sub-angstrom quality. The numbers on
the bars report the absolute number of docking cases of near-native and sub-
angstrom quality for each stage and difficulty. For a detailed list of the docking
success for all cases, see Table S1. Reference data for bound-bound and
unbound-bound rigid body docking can be found in Figure S1.
Figure 3. Scoring Performance after Clustering for the Acceptable
Cases as a Function of the Number of Clusters Considered
A cluster is considered near-native (sub-angstrom) if any of its top four ranking
members is of near-native (sub-angstrom) quality. The clusters were ranked by
the average energy of their top four ranking members. For a comparison of the
relative scoring performance of the scores before and after refinement, see
Figure S2.accessible. 92% of the successful cases yielded models of sub-
angstrom accuracy. Ranking the rigid body docking solutions by
their ATTRACT score gave a success rate of 86% in the top
1,000 models and 41% for the top-ranked model. These results
gave us confidence to use the coarse-grained ATTRACT force
field for rigid body sampling and scoring in the initial stage of
the peptide-protein docking protocol (Figure S1).
Unbound-Unbound Flexible Docking
We then turned to the real challenge of blind unbound-unbound
docking using a flexible docking approach with a coarse-grained
rigid body docking, an atomistic flexible interface refinement,
and a final molecular dynamics refinement stage (see Experi-
mental Procedures for details). Note that this protocol requires
neither knowledge of the binding site nor of the peptide confor-
mation and thus represents a ‘‘worst case’’ scenario.
Figure 2 shows the results for the docking success rates after
the different docking stages. Overall, our protocol generated a
near-native model for 70% of the 80 peptide-protein complexes
(i.e., 56 complexes) when evaluating the top 1,000 final docking
models (see Experimental Procedures for details). 29% of these
56 successful cases yielded even sub-angstrom predictions.
After clustering and ranking the clusters by the average energy
of their top four ranked members, the top ten clusters contained
at least one near-native cluster for 68% of the successful dock-
ing cases (48% of all cases) and the top-ranked cluster was
found to be near-native in 29% of the successful cases (Figure 3;
Table S1). Figure 4 illustrates docking models from these near-
native top-ranking clusters. For the cases with sub-angstromStructure 23, 1507accuracy of the protein main chain, close agreement of pre-
dicted side-chain structure with the native bound complex was
also observed (Figure S2).
The Effect of Refinement
We wanted to analyze the effect of the different refinement
stages considering sampling and scoring separately. When it
comes to sampling, we took for each complex the full set of
refined structures and computed the interface-root-mean-
square-deviation (IRMSD) before and after refinement, without
regard to any ranking. iATTRACT refinement increased the total
success rate of the protocol by 10%. It succeeded both in
refining structures to sub-angstrom precision as well as gener-
ating additional near-native solutions (Figure 2), and also helped
to resolveminor clashes in transitioning from a coarse-grained to
a full atomistic force field. This sampling improvement during
iATTRACT refinement is also reflected by an average change in
IRMSD of the structures by0.10 A˚. Note that iATTRACT refine-
ment also allowed changes in the peptide main chain dihedral
angles (Figure S5). Compared with the results after iATTRACT
refinement, AMBER refinement generated one additional suc-
cessful docking case and improved the IRMSD of the structures
on average by 0.44 A˚. This clearly demonstrates that the addi-
tional flexibility and sampling of theMD refinement played a pos-
itive role, although structures which were already close to the
bound form showed only little further improvement.
To capture only the effects of scoring, we ranked the final
AMBER-refined docking models by different scores and then
calculated for each ranking the best IRMSD of the top ten ranked
structures for each complex. When comparing the ranking from
before (ATTRACT score) and after refinement (AMBER score),–1515, August 4, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1509
Figure 4. Examples of Models Generated by
pepATTRACT Unbound-Unbound Docking
(A–F) For each complex, the PDB ID, the IRMSD,
the docking difficulty, and the rank of the structure
after clustering are listed. The receptor is shown
in gray shading, and the peptide in red cartoon
representation. The peptide structure from the
crystallized complex is shown in black. Side-chain
conformations for the first two cases are shown in
Figure S3.we found an average improvement of 0.32 A˚ for the AMBER-
based ranking. This was connected to a 50% increase in the
top ten success rate with the AMBER-based ranking compared
with the ATTRACT-based ranking (Figure S2). Hence, the refine-
ment yielded a significant improvement in terms of scoring.
Sampling the Bound Peptide Conformation
On average, the backbone of the idealized peptide conforma-
tions deviated at least by 2.3 A˚ from the crystallized form. We
thus wanted to determine whether peptide structures moved
closer to the bound form during docking. Figure 5 displays the
IRMSD versus the change in peptide backbone RMSD for
the final near-native docking models. Interestingly, for sub-
angstrom models, there was a clear tendency for the peptide
structure to move closer to the bound form. A similar result
was found for the RMSD calculated on all heavy atoms including
side chains (Figure S4). However, for models of only near-native
quality, on average no improvement was found. This can be
partly explained by the large amount of flexibility inherent to pep-
tides and the fact that the interface does not restrict the confor-1510 Structure 23, 1507–1515, August 4, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedmation of all residues (Raveh et al., 2011;
Schindler et al., 2015). Nevertheless,
these results might indicate that more
extensive peptide conformational sam-
pling could be beneficial for some cases.
Binding Site Prediction
Several groups have proposed that con-
tact analysis of docking models can be
used to predict the interface of the pro-
teins (interface post-prediction) (Ferna´n-
dez-Recio et al., 2004; Hwang et al.,
2010b; Lensink and Wodak, 2010a; Sac-
quin-Mora et al., 2008; Saladin et al.,
2014; de Vries and Bonvin, 2011). We
thus also wanted to evaluate how well
the binding site was predicted regardless
of the peptide conformation. We analyzed
the interface contacts of the top ten
ranking final docking models and found
that at least one true protein interface res-
idue was identified in 99% of the docking
cases. Furthermore, for 85% of the cases
at least 50% of the correct interface resi-
dues could be recovered by these top ten
ranking models. We compared our data
with the recently published peptide bind-ing site prediction tool PEP-SiteFinder. PEP-SiteFinder is based
on the PTOOLS implementation of ATTRACT (Fiorucci and Zach-
arias, 2010; Saladin et al., 2009; Zacharias, 2003) and performs
rigid body docking with peptide structures generated by the
PEP-FOLD method (Maupetit et al., 2010); it was benchmarked
on 41 unbound-unbound complexes from the peptiDB set.
PEP-SiteFinder identified at least 50% of the correct interface
residues in the top ten poses in 71% of these cases (Saladin
et al., 2014), whereas our protocols was able to achieve this
for 85% of these 41 complexes. In sum, the pepATTRACT proto-
col performed very well in interface post-prediction.
Comparison with Other Methods
It is interesting to compare our results with those of previously
published methods. Here, we present a fully blind docking
approach that includes a global search of the entire protein sur-
face. Prior global methods were either limited to short peptide
fragments (Hete´nyi and van der Spoel, 2002) or did not yield
high-quality models of the peptide conformation (London et al.,
2013b). However, we can compare the performance of
Figure 5. Change in Peptide Backbone RMSD from the Bound Form
for the Final Docking Model Relative to the Initial Idealized Confor-
mation as a Function of the IRMSD of the Final Docking Model
Only near-native models were evaluated. Green markers denote structures
in which the peptide conformation moved closer to the bound form. Models
of sub-angstrom quality are highlighted by a gray background. See also
Figure S4.pepATTRACT with published local docking methods. In local
docking, the position of the peptide is restrained toward its native
binding site. The Rosetta FlexPepDock ab initio protocol was
tested on 14 unbound-unbound docking cases from our data
setandachievedadockingsuccessof 50%for the top ten ranking
clusters (7 of 14) (Raveh et al., 2011). Evaluating the same set of
complexes by the same criteria, we found a docking success
rate of 57% (8 of 14) using pepATTRACT. TheHADDOCKpeptide
docking protocol reported an overall success rate of 69% for un-
bound-unbound docking on 62 complexes (Trellet et al., 2013).
When analyzing the data for this subset, we found an overall suc-
cess rate of 73%amongall final pepATTRACTmodels.Weshould
note, however, that we did not achieve the same scoring perfor-
mance: the top-ranked cluster was near-native in only 33% of
the successful cases in contrast to 50% reported for the
HADDOCK protocol (Trellet et al., 2013). Still, rather surprisingly,
in terms of sampling pepATTRACT yielded results similar to or
slightly better than the most successful local docking methods.
Local Docking
While our blind docking results are in the range of success rates
reported for the best local docking protocols FlexPepDock ab in-
itio andHADDOCK, we alsowanted tomake a direct comparison
by only performing local docking. The pepATTRACT-local proto-
col included a set of ambiguous distance restraints (Dominguez
et al., 2003) toward the binding site to restrict the sampling
exactly matching the conditions used in the HADDOCK protocol
(Trellet et al., 2013).Weapplied the restraints bothduring the rigid
body sampling stage and the flexible interface refinement. For
technical reasons, the ambiguous distance restraints were not
used in the AMBER refinement and the final scoring, whichmight
have slightly deteriorated the results. Using pepATTRACT-local,Structure 23, 1507we were able to generate a near-native solution in the top five
clusters for 13 of the 14 cases tested in the published Rosetta
FlexPepDock ab initio protocol. The FlexPepDock ab initio proto-
col itself could only achieve this result for four cases (Raveh et al.,
2011). When limiting our data set to the 62 complexes used by
Trellet et al. (2013), we obtained an overall success rate of 79%
(49 of 62) with pepATTRACT-local, and 37% of these successful
cases yielded sub-angstrom models. This compares very favor-
ablywith the results from theHADDOCKpeptide-protein docking
protocol, which achieved a 69% overall success rate (43 of 62)
and only 23% sub-angstrom models among the successful
cases (Trellet et al., 2013). Cluster-based scoring identified a
near-native cluster at the top in 57% of the successful cases,
which is comparable with the 50% achieved by the HADDOCK
protocol (Trellet et al., 2013). The improved success rates, and
especially the improvements in scoring for pepATTRACT-local,
demonstrate the benefit of including additional information about
the native binding site.
DISCUSSION
Peptide-protein interactions constitute a large fraction of all pro-
tein-protein interactions, but due to their abundance and the
inherent flexibility many complexes have eluded experimental
characterization. The high level of flexibility and the small size
of the interface have proved to be obstacles for peptide-protein
docking, and to date many methods only perform local docking,
relying on information about the peptide binding site. Previous
global methods were either limited to short fragments or did not
yield precise predictions for the peptide conformation (London
et al., 2013b). To our knowledge, the pepATTRACT approach is
one of the first fully blind flexible peptide-protein docking proto-
cols for peptides of length scales typically found in peptide-pro-
tein complexes (London et al., 2010). pepATTRACT allows for
global searches of the entire protein surface given the protein
structure and the peptide sequence. It identifies the binding site
and simultaneously predicts the bound peptide conformation
for a large variety of complexes. This is in contrast to the previ-
ously developed binding site prediction method PEP-SiteFinder,
which also includes a global docking search using the PTOOLS/
ATTRACT program (Saladin et al., 2014). PEP-SiteFinder only
predicts the binding site but does not return structures of the
peptide-protein complex. Applied to a large benchmark set of
peptide-protein complexes, the pepATTRACT protocol yielded
near-native models for 70% of the docking cases in a fully blind
prediction manner. Its performance as a fully blind prediction
method is comparable with two of the most successful local
docking methods, Rosetta FlexPepDock ab initio (Raveh et al.,
2011) and HADDOCK peptide docking (Trellet et al., 2013).
pepATTRACT also gives very good results in interface post-pre-
diction when compared with a state-of-the-art peptide binding
site prediction tool (Saladin et al., 2014). The method could be
useful for large-scale studies and the design of peptide-based in-
hibitors for modulating protein-protein interactions. In addition,
interaction of globular proteins with disordered peptide or pro-
tein segments could also be modeled with this approach.
Several peptides in the peptiDB benchmark are actually derived
from disordered protein regions, e.g., the cytoplasmic region of
the group 1 metabotropic glutamate receptors for docking case–1515, August 4, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1511
1DDV or the cytoplasmic tails of tumor necrosis factor receptor in
docking case 1CZY.
In this work, we also created the local docking protocol
pepATTRACT-local, which employs ambiguous interaction
restraints (Dominguez et al., 2003; Nilges, 1993) to restrict the
sampling toward a known binding site. The performance of
pepATTRACT-local clearly surpassed that of Rosetta FlexPep-
Dock ab initio (Raveh et al., 2011) and HADDOCK (Trellet et al.,
2013) for a large number of peptide-protein complexes. We envi-
sion two application scenarios for pepATTRACT-local. Informa-
tion about the native binding site can be obtained from experi-
ments (Acharya et al., 2014; Clarke et al., 2011) and easily
included during the docking process to generate high-quality
complex structures. If experimental data are unavailable, bio-
informaticprediction tools couldbeused to identifypossiblebind-
ing sites (Ben-Shimon and Eisenstein, 2010; Dundas et al., 2006;
Lavi et al., 2013; Petsalaki et al., 2009; Saladin et al., 2014; Tra-
buco et al., 2012; Verschueren et al., 2013). As a special case of
bioinformaticprediction, thecontacts fromthebestpepATTRACT
models can be extracted as an interface post-prediction (see the
sectiononBindingSitePrediction). Thesepredicted interface res-
idues can then be used to restrict the sampling in a subsequent
runwith pepATTRACT-local and thus improve the results in terms
of sampling and scoring (see the section on Local Docking).
In the first stage of the pepATTRACT protocol the coarse-
grained ATTRACT force field was used, which has been previ-
ously parameterized for protein-protein complexes (Fiorucci
and Zacharias, 2010). The high success rates already obtained
in the rigid body sampling stage indicate that the force field is
also applicable to model peptide binding. Vanhee et al. (2009)
found that many of the conformations adopted by peptides in
complexes are also found in monomeric proteins. Recently,
London et al. (2013a) suggested that a large number of pro-
tein-protein interactions is dominated by the contributions of
short binding motifs, so-called hot segments. These recurrent
interface design principles and, thus, the similarity between pro-
tein-protein and peptide-protein complexes could explain the
success in applying the ATTRACT force field to the peptide-pro-
tein docking problem.
The success of the pepATTRACT protocol is based on an
efficient combination of different flexibility mechanisms in the
ATTRACT engine. The protocol employs a coarse-grained force
field, ensemble docking, flexible interface refinement, and a final
moleculardynamics refinement tomodel proteinandpeptideflex-
ibility. This versatile combination allows a high level of detail and
accuracy in the final stages but at the same time is computation-
ally efficient enough to screen 300,000 initial positions in a matter
ofminutes in the initial searchstage.The largesampling in the rigid
bodyphaseprovidesplacementsat thenativebindingsite evenof
non-optimal peptide structures, which were then relaxed to near-
nativemodels in the subsequent flexible refinement stages. Iden-
tifying many good initial global placements of the peptide and
refining these is possibly more efficient than trying to sample all
degrees of freedoms of the peptides right from the start, due to
the fact that it is easy to get stuck in local minima of the rugged
docking energy landscape. Using a smoother coarse-grained en-
ergy function is certainly also helpful in this context. The coarse-
grained representation of the peptide also partly compensates
for inaccuracies in the initial peptide conformation.1512 Structure 23, 1507–1515, August 4, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd AlWhile the overall success rate for pepATTRACT is highly
encouraging,dockingsuccessstill stronglydependson thequality
of the peptidemodeling and the range of conformational changes
on the protein (Figure 2). For the 31 easy benchmark cases, we
only had one case whereby we could not sample any near-native
solution. Nearly half of these successful easy cases yielded sub-
angstrom predictions. For docking cases of medium difficulty,
we still obtained a good success rate of 69% for generating
near-native solutions; however, for the hard docking cases this
rate dropped to 15% (2 of 13). For cases inwhich the best peptide
model deviatedbymore than5 A˚backboneRMSDfromthebound
form, we were unable to sample any correct solution, also when
using the local dockingprotocol. The current peptidedockingpro-
tocol uses only three idealized peptide conformations, and thus a
very limited subset of the peptide conformational phase space. It
does not take the sequence of the peptides into account, e.g., di-
sulfide bridges andpreferredbackbonedihedral angles for certain
residue combinations. More extensive peptide modeling could
include statistical approaches (The´venet et al., 2012), peptide
backbone libraries (Gront et al., 2011), or even ab initio folding in
molecular dynamics simulations (Ho and Dill, 2006; Patmanidis
and Glykos, 2013). Using more diverse peptide conformations
may help to improve the sampling but also bears the risk of
increasing the number of false-positive solutions. It is also worth
noting that there were only four cases in which the deviation of
the bound peptide was greater than 5 A˚ backbone RMSD from
the idealized conformations. This demonstrates that the idealized
peptide conformations capture the main features of the bound
formwell. Furthermore, the correct binding site could be identified
even with non-optimal peptide conformations (see Figure S5 and
the section on Binding Site Prediction).
In contrast, when examining the IRMSD between bound and
unboundprotein for the 24 failed docking cases, 14 cases display
an IRMSD of >1 A˚. To investigate the influence of the protein
conformational change ondocking success,weperformed ab in-
itio rigid body docking using the unbound structure of the protein
partner and the bound form of the peptide. We found a success
rate for the top 1,000 ranked models of 63% (Figure S1), which
is equal to the success rate found for unbound-unbound docking
after the rigid body stage (Figure 2) and significantly lower than for
bound-bound docking (86%). Using the unbound protein struc-
ture prevents sampling of near-native conformations completely
for 12 docking cases, compared with two for bound-bound rigid
body docking (Figure S1). In addition, the scoring performance
deteriorated, with only 74% of the successful cases ranked in
the top 1,000 compared with 89% in bound-bound docking (Fig-
ure S1). Hence, the conformational change on the protein side
seems to be a greater limitation to docking success than the
accuracy of the peptide modeling. For considering receptor flex-
ibility, the current protocol could be easily extended to include
multiple conformations for the receptor in an ensemble docking
approach or to approximately describe global backbone flexi-
bility using pre-calculated normal modes (May and Zacharias,
2008). However, for the hard docking cases, which include also
partial refolding of theprotein receptor, sucha semi-rigid docking
approach might not be sufficient.
To make the pepATTRACT docking protocol easily accessible
to the scientific community, an extension of our previously
presented protein-protein docking web interface has beenl rights reserved
developed (de Vries et al., 2015). Theweb interface helps the user
set up a script, which performs the rigid body sampling stage and
the flexible interface refinement starting from the structure of the
unbound protein and the peptide sequence. It also provides the
option to specify residues for ambiguous interaction restraints
(Dominguez et al., 2003; Nilges, 1993) (pepATTRACT-local).
Note that the script does not contain commands for the AMBER
refinement stage and the clustering. Scripts for these two stages
are available from the authors on request. The docking can then
beperformed on the user’smachinewith a local installation of the
ATTRACT program. A typical docking run takes around 1–2 hr on
a single (four-core) processor with the main computer time used
in the flexible interface refinement. AMBER refinement of 1,000
structures, which is not included in the docking script, typically
takes around 16 hr on a consumer graphics processing unit
for an average-sized complex. Hence, the whole protocol as
described in this work can be run overnight on a standard
desktop PC for many complexes. This compares favorably with
Rosetta FlexPepDock ab initio, which requires 24 hr for 50,000
models on 120 processors (translating toz57.6 hr for the refine-
ment of 1,000 models per processor) (Raveh et al., 2011). The
docking script generated by the web interface provides an easy
entry point for non-expert users into fast peptide-protein docking
in ATTRACT. Theweb interface is available at http://www.attract.
ph.tum.de/peptide.html.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The fully blind peptide-protein docking protocol pepATTRACT consists of the
following steps (Figure 1). First, peptide model structures are generated from
sequence (Tien et al., 2013). Next, global rigid body docking with ATTRACT
using a coarse-grained force field is performed (May and Zacharias, 2008;
Zacharias, 2003). The rigid body docking solutions are ranked by ATTRACT
score and the best 1,000 ranked models are selected for a subsequent atom-
istic refinement stage with iATTRACT (Schindler et al., 2015). The structures
were then finally refined in a molecular dynamics simulation with AMBER 14
(Case et al., 2014).
Peptide Structures
For each peptide we generated three conformations from its sequence using
the Python library PeptideBuilder (Tien et al., 2013). We chose backbone dihe-
dral angles to represent a-helical (4 = –57, c = –47), extended (4 = –139, c =
–135), and polyproline conformations (4 = –78, c = 149). This conforma-
tional selection approach is based on Trellet et al. (2013).
ATTRACT Rigid Body Docking
The protein and peptide structures were converted to the ATTRACT atom type
representation (Zacharias, 2003) with the ATTRACT tool reduce. The empirical
coarse-grained force field in ATTRACT represents the amino acid side chains
by one or two beads and takes all backbone atoms without hydrogens into
account. Interactions are based on Lennard-Jones (LJ)-type potentials and
can be either attractive or repulsive (using a saddle point instead of an energy
minimum in the LJ potential) (Fiorucci and Zacharias, 2010). In addition, inter-
actions between charged residues are calculated via a Coulomb term with a
distance-dependent dielectric constant (ε = 15r). Starting points for the dock-
ing were generated by choosing random positions and orientations for the pro-
tein partners. For bound-bound docking we used 100,000 starting points, and
tripled this number for unbound-unbound docking to account for the three
possible peptide conformations. The starting structures are subjected to rigid
body optimizations in a potential energy minimization of 1,000 minimization
steps with the ATTRACT metric minimizer (May and Zacharias, 2005, 2008).
Energy calculation was accelerated using a pre-calculated grid (de Vries
et al., 2015), and an additional harmonic potential was applied on the center
of mass of the proteins to draw them toward each other (‘‘gravity’’). A subse-Structure 23, 1507quent potential energy minimization of 1,000 minimization steps was applied
without this gravity potential. All peptide conformations were docked sepa-
rately (ensemble docking). The complete docking run takes approximately
10 min to 1 hr depending on the size of peptide and protein partner. Finally,
the docking candidates were ranked by ATTRACT energy evaluated within a
squared cutoff of 50 A˚2.
iATTRACT Refinement
The protein and the peptide structures were converted into the optimized po-
tential for liquid simulations (OPLS) atom type description with the ATTRACT
tool aareduce. Missing hydrogens were built with PDB2PQR (Dolinsky et al.,
2004, 2007) and protonation states were determined by PropKa (Li et al.,
2005). For histidine protonation states, the bound structure was used as a
reference to ensure that unbound and bound structures contained the same
atoms. Disulfide bridges were also determined according to the bound struc-
ture based on a cutoff criterion. This was necessary for easy evaluation of the
refinement results against the bound crystal structure. The peptide termini
were charged and the protein termini left uncharged. The atomistic refinement
uses a physical force field based on the OPLS parameters to calculate non-
bonded and electrostatic interactions. Contacts from the input structure are
treated as flexible during a simultaneous potential energy minimization in rigid
body degrees of freedom and interface flexibility (Schindler et al., 2015). The
best 1,000 ranked models from rigid body docking with ATTRACT were
selected for iATTRACT refinement. The refinement parameters were chosen
as specified by Schindler et al. (2015) with the cutoff radius for selecting the
flexible interface residues set to 5 A˚. In most cases, this meant that the entire
peptide (backbone and side chains) was flexible during iATTRACT refinement.
Since the global scoring performance of the OPLS-based force field was
found to be worse than that of the ATTRACT force field, structures were not
re-scored after iATTRACT refinement (see Figure S2).
AMBER Refinement
The structures were converted to the AMBER atom type description using the
PDB4amber tool. A Generalized Born implicit solvent model (igb = 8) was used
with the newest version of the AMBER force field ff14SB (Case et al., 2014).
The structures were first minimized with the sander program (500 steps) with
a short cutoff to relax possible atom overlap and deformations resulting
from the structure-based force field used in iATTRACT refinement. Next, two
short molecular dynamics simulations were runwith the pmemd.cuda program
for 1,000 and 2,500 steps at temperatures T = 400 K and T = 350 K, respec-
tively. During the molecular dynamics simulations, intramolecular distances
for the protein and intermolecular distances between protein and peptide
backbone atoms were restrained to prevent large deformations and peptide
dissociation. The intramolecular distances were restrained with a harmonic
potential to the distance found in the structure with a force constant of
2 kcal mol1 A˚2, and for deviations of larger than 3.5 A˚ with a linear response
function and a force constant of 2 kcal mol1 A˚2. The intermolecular dis-
tances were allowed to change by 10 A˚ with respect to the distance found in
the initial structure. Deviations between 10 and 13.5 A˚ were penalized by a har-
monic potential with a force constant of 0.25 kcal mol1 A˚2, and further de-
viations by a linear potential with a force constant of 0.25 kcal mol1 A˚2.
Then the structures were minimized for 5,000 steps with a large cutoff using
the pmemd.cuda programwithout restraints. Finally, the energy was evaluated
for the complex and the individual protein partners by the sander program. The
binding interaction energy score was then calculated by subtracting the
energy of the free protein partners from the energy of the complex. The final
models were ranked by their binding interaction energy score. Tests on one
docking case showed that implicit solvent simulations give sampling compa-
rable with explicit solvent and in vacuo simulations, while yielding a better
scoring performance at lower computational cost. The final structures were
clustered based on the fraction of common residue contacts using a cutoff
of 0.6 (Rodrigues et al., 2012), and the clusters were ranked by the average
energy of their top four ranking members.
pepATTRACT-local
To perform local docking, we repeated the pepATTRACT protocol with
additional restraints (pepATTRACT-local), recreating the conditions used in
previous docking procedures (Trellet et al., 2013). We used ATTRACT with–1515, August 4, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1513
ambiguous distance restraints based on active and passive residues, following
their original specification in the HADDOCK method (Dominguez et al., 2003;
Nilges, 1993). The active residues on the protein were derived from the residue
contacts in the bound complex structure within a cutoff of 5 A˚. All peptide res-
idues were treated as passive residues. The minimum distance was set to 3 A˚
during the coarse-grained docking simulations and to 2 A˚ for the atomistic
refinement. For rigid body docking, an initial rotational sampling stage was
added to the protocol, in which only the restraints are applied and the proteins
can orient toward each other with the translational degrees of freedom fixed
(Dominguez et al., 2003; Trellet et al., 2013). The rotational sampling phase ap-
plies a maximum of 1,000 minimization steps.
Data Set
Docking was performed on 80 peptide-protein complexes from peptiDB
docking benchmark (London et al., 2010) for which the unbound protein
structures were available, including several additions of unbound structures
by Trellet et al. (2013). The protein structures were downloaded from the
PDB. If necessary, residues were renumbered in the unbound structures
to match the bound forms, parts in the unbound form that are not present
in the bound form were removed (and vice versa), and point mutations were
introduced to resolve minor differences in the protein sequences.
Benchmark Classification
To classify the benchmark, we aligned the unbound protein structure and the
peptide models to the bound complex, and calculated the backbone IRMSD
(IRMSDub) for all residues within a distance cutoff of 10 A˚ of the partner mole-
cule. Cases were classified according to the minimal IRMSDub accounting
both for protein flexibility and peptide modeling quality, i.e., similarity of the
peptide to one of the idealized conformations. This classification scheme is
similar to the one used for the protein-protein docking benchmark (Hwang
et al., 2010a).Wechose the following criteria to characterize thedocking cases:
d Easy: IRMSDub 1.5 A˚
d Medium: 1.5 A˚ < IRMSDub 3 A˚
d Hard: IRMSDub 3 A˚
According to this classification, the benchmark contains 31 easy, 36
medium, and 13 hard cases.
Evaluation Criteria
The docking solutions were evaluated by IRMSD (Me´ndez et al., 2005). Since
peptide-protein interfaces are typically smaller than protein-protein interfaces,
we chose the following criteria (Trellet et al., 2013) to characterize the docking
solutions:
d Not acceptable: IRMSD > 2 A˚
d Near-native: IRMSD% 2 A˚
d Sub-angstrom: IRMSD% 1 A˚
The IRMSD is calculated on the backbone atoms of both protein and peptide
residues that are within 10 A˚ of the partner molecules (as defined based on the
crystal structure of the complex).
We further refer to as ‘‘acceptable models’’ any near-native or better (sub-
angstrom) predictions. For evaluating the sampling and the scoring perfor-
mance, we calculated the percentage of successful docking cases. A docking
case was deemed successful if at least one acceptable solution was found in
the top N solutions.
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